
3/7-Got to about 60 this a.m. so I 
want outside to liberate some trees 
from honeysuckle and trime out some 
that are down. Intermittently I 

jieard "news" and internittently, 
nwhat heard registered. Somebody is 
rreally uptight about this ITT thing 
because too many things that can't, 
have hap)ened. This Dr. Liska is goo 

oing, to get offed, and I doubt he'll 
be hajd9y about he. He seems to have 
breached any concept of medical 
wthics, any of the confidential 
relations between doctor and patient, 
and in the doing he has certainly 
made a problem at the very least for 
the medical assn. Or more than one, 
local and national...The thing I have 
been looking for I have not yet seen, 
a D emo on the comfdttee with a real 
polls gut instinct. One of them shoal 
have the taste of blood in the mouth. 
And should be asking very obvious 
questions, at or outside comnittee 
meetings. Imagine their silence after 
what the doctor says adds up to ITT 
having as one of its top Wash people 
and chief lobbyist a person who has 
been irrational for four years! Man, 
somebody out to own an ITT share for 
the next stcokholder's meetings But 
the way it looks now, if anybody 
breaks it, it will be Anderson, if 
he takes affront, as he should, at 
what amounts to an attack on his 
accracy and integrity. Won't know, 
if then, until tonight, when I see 
the other tricky dick on evening TV 
news, but once I heard Kleindienst's 
voice in a denial that led me to be-
lieve his cool is close to leaving. 
Lie has a low boiling point, I'm sure, 
and it is astounding that nobody of 
the other party has seen the oppor-
tunity if for no other reason be-
cause quietly but openly the Adm. 
has been making exactly this into a 
mampaign issue, crookedness. l emem-
ber I made a fee co: fonts on that re 
Garrison? Two new judges, both DeidOS, 
near Chicago, have been indicted. It 
will keept up. And here, in one 
great vesuvius, it can erupt, and 
there is none with the gut= or the 
ability. H 


